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Abstract. We look at ways to enrich Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL) – a logic for specification and verification of multi-agent systems – with a notion of knowledge. Starting point of our
study is a recent proposal for a system called Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic (ATEL).
We show that, assuming that agents act under uncertainty in some states of the system, the notion of
allowable strategy should be defined with some caution. Moreover, we demonstrate a subtle difference between an agent knowing that he has a suitable strategy and knowing the strategy itself. We
also point out that the agents should be assumed similar epistemic capabilities in the semantics of
both strategic and epistemic operators.
Trying to implement these ideas, we propose two different modifications of ATEL. The first one,
dubbed Alternating-time Temporal Observational Logic (ATOL), is a logic for agents with bounded
recall of the past. With the second, ATEL-R*, we present a framework to reason about both perfect
and imperfect recall, in which we also incorporate operators for reasoning about the past. We identify
some feasible subsystems of this expressive system.
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1. Introduction: What Coalitions can Achieve
Two logical systems based on temporal logic have been proposed recently to tackle specification and
verification of multi-agent systems properties.1 First, Alur, Henzinger and Kupferman posed their
Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL and ATL* [2, 3, 4]), which offered a possibility of expressing the capabilities of autonomous agents in a way similar to the branching time temporal logics CTL
and CTL* [9, 21]. The second language, Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic (ATEL/ATEL*)
proposed by van der Hoek and Wooldridge [17], enriches the picture with an epistemic component.
ATL* is an extension of CTL* in which a class of cooperation modalities hhAii (A ⊆ Σ, where
Σ is the set of all agents or players) replace the simple path quantifiers E (there is a path) and A (for
all paths).2 The common-sense reading of hhAiiΦ is: “the group of agents A have a collective strategy
to enforce Φ regardless of what all the other agents do”. The original CTL operators E and A can be
expressed in ATL with hhΣii and hh∅ii respectively, but between both extremes we can express much
more about the abilities of particular agents and groups of agents. The dual operator [[A]] can be defined
in the usual way as [[A]]Φ ≡ ¬hhAii¬Φ, meaning that A cannot avoid Φ on their own. ATL* inherits all
the temporal operators from CTL*: h(nexttime), 3 (sometime), 2 (always) and U (until).
ATL extends CTL in the same way as ATL* extends CTL*: in ATL, every temporal modality is preceded by exactly one temporal operator. So, typical ATL formulas are hhAii3ϕ, hhAii2ϕ and hhAiiϕ Uψ,
where ϕ and ψ are ATL formulas.3 Since model-checking for ATL* requires 2EXPTIME, but it is linear
for ATL, ATL is more interesting for practical applications [4].
Examples of interesting properties that can be expressed with ATL include:
1. hhAii3ϕ
2. hhAii2ϕ
3. ¬hhAii hϕ ∧ ¬hhBii hϕ ∧ hhA ∪ Bii hϕ
4. hhA ∪ {a}ii hϕ → hh{a}ii hϕ
The first of these expresses a kind of cooperative liveness property: coalition A can assure that
eventually some ATL-formula ϕ will hold. The second item then expresses a cooperative safety property:
A can ensure that ϕ is an invariant of the system. The third item is an example of what coalitions can
achieve by forming bigger ones; although coalition A and B both cannot achieve that in the next state ϕ
will be true, if they joined their forces, they would have a strategy to enforce ϕ in the next state. Finally,
the last property expresses that a does not need any partner from A to achieve that ϕ will hold in the next
state: read as a scheme, it says that whatever A together with a can achieve next, can be achieved by a
on his own.
ATEL* (ATEL) adds to ATL* (ATL, respectively) operators for representing knowledge in the world
of incomplete information. Ka ϕ reads as “agent a knows that ϕ”. Additional operators CA ϕ, EA ϕ
and DA ϕ refer to the situations of common knowledge, “everybody knows” situation, and distributed
knowledge among the agents from A. Thus, EA ϕ means that every agent in A knows that ϕ holds.
1
for an introduction to temporal logics see for example [9] or [30]. A survey of logic-based approaches to multi-agent systems
can be found in [20].
2
“Paths” refer to alternative courses of events; typically, paths are interpreted as sequences of successive states of computations.
3
Note that the “sometime” operator 3 can be defined in the usual way as: hhAii3ϕ ≡ hhAiitrue Uϕ.
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CA ϕ implies much more: the agents from A not only know that ϕ, but they also know that they know
this, know that they know that they know, and so on. Distributed knowledge DA ϕ denotes a situation in
which, if the agents could combine their individual beliefs together, they would be able to infer that ϕ
holds. The complexity of model checking for ATEL is still polynomial [17].
Intuitively, ATEL should enable expressing various epistemic properties of agents under uncertainty:
1. hhaii3ϕ → Ka ψ
2. Kb (c = s) → hhbii(hhbii ho) U ¬(c = s)
V
3. d → hhaii3(Ka d ∧ a6=b ¬Kb d)
The first two items are examples of so-called knowledge pre-conditions. The first of them intuitively
says that knowing ψ is a necessary requirement for having the ability to bring about ϕ. The second
expresses that if Bob (b) knows that the combination of the safe is s, then he is able to open it (o), as long
as the combination remains unchanged. In [7], Knowledge Games are investigated as a particular way of
learning in multiagent systems. Epistemic updates are interpreted in a simple card game, where the aim
of the player is to find out a particular deal d of cards. Having a winning strategy then easily translates
into the third item displayed above: it says that if the actual card deal is d, agent a can establish that
eventually he will know it, without any of the others knowing this deal.
One of the main challenges in ATEL, not really addressed in [17] but already hinted upon in [22],
is the question how, given an explicit way to represent the agent’s knowledge, this should interfere with
the agents’ available strategies. What does it mean that an agent has a way to enforce ϕ, if he should
therefore make different choices in epistemically indistinguishable states, for instance? In Section 3, we
argue that in order to add an epistemic component to ATL, one should give an account of the tension
between incomplete information that is imposed on the agents on the one hand, and perfect recall that
is assumed about them when they are to make their decisions, on the other hand. We also argue that,
when reasoning about what an agent can enforce, it seems more appropriate to require the agent knows
his winning strategy rather than he knows only that such a strategy exists.
Then, in Section 4 we will loosen the assumption of perfect recall to agents having no, or only
limited memory. The epistemic component in Alternating-time Temporal Observational Logic (ATOL)
is entirely based on the notion of observation: the agents can recall no history of the game except of
the information “stored” in their local states. We give several examples of what agents can achieve
if they are allowed to make specific observations. Then, in Section 5, full Alternating-time Temporal
Epistemic Logic with Recall (ATEL-R*) is considered; here, agents are again allowed to memorize the
whole game. We propose a semantics for ATEL-R*, and we use past-time operators to relate the several
epistemic modalities; finally, expressivity and complexity of ATEL-R* is briefly investigated. But first,
in Section 2, we would like to re-introduce the basic systems: ATL and ATEL.

2. The Alternating-time Language: ATL and ATEL
The full language of Alternating-time Temporal Logic ATL* consists of state formulas and path formulas.
A state formula is one of the following:
• p, where p is an atomic proposition;
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• ¬ϕ or ϕ ∨ ψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATL* state formulas;
• hhAiiΦ, where A is a set of agents, and Φ is an ATL* path formula.
A path formula is one of the following:
• an ATL* state formula;
• ¬ϕ or ϕ ∨ ψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATL* path formulas;
• hϕ or ϕ Uψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATL* path formulas.4
In “vanilla” ATL (i.e. ATL without *) it is required that every occurrence of a temporal operator is
preceded by exactly one occurrence of a cooperation modality. In consequence, only state formulas can
be found in ATL: p, ¬ϕ, ϕ ∨ ψ, hhAii hϕ, hhAii2ϕ, and hhAiiϕ Uψ, where p is an atomic proposition,
ϕ, ψ are ATL formulas, and A is a set of agents.
ATEL (ATEL*) adds to ATL (ATL*) formulas for describing epistemic properties of agents and
groups of agents:
• Ka ϕ, where a is an agent and ϕ is a formula of ATEL (ATEL* state formula, respectively);
• CA ϕ, EA ϕ and DA ϕ, where A is a set of agents and ϕ is a formula of ATEL (ATEL* state formula,
respectively).

2.1. Models for ATL: Concurrent Game Structures
A model for ATL is defined as a concurrent game structure [4]:
S = hk, Q, Π, π, d, δi
where k is a natural number defining the amount of players (so the players are identified with numbers
1, ..., k and the set of players Σ can be taken to be {1, ..., k}), Q is a finite set of (global) states of the
system; Π is the set of atomic propositions, and π : Q → 2Π is a mapping that specifies which propositions are true in which states. The decisions available to player a at state q are labeled with consecutive
natural numbers, and function d : Σ × Q → N specifies how many options are available for a particular
agent at a particular state. Thus, agent a at state q can choose his decision from set {1, ..., da (q)}. Finally, a complete tuple of decisions hj1 , ..., jk i in state q implies a deterministic transition according to
the transition function δ(q, j1 , ..., jk ).
Example 2.1. As an illustration, consider a system with a single binary variable x. There are two processes: the controller (or server) s can enforce that the variable retains its value in the next step, or let
the client change the value. The client c can request the value of x to be 0 or 1. The players proceed
with their choices simultaneously — they do not know the other player’s decision until the transition
is done. The states and possible transitions of the system as a whole are shown in Figure 1.5 There
4

“Sometime” and “always” can be defined as: 3ϕ ≡ true Uϕ, and 2ϕ ≡ ¬3¬ϕ.
We should use natural numbers as labels for agents and their actions to make the example correct in the formal sense. For
instance, s can be encoded as “agent 1”, c as “agent 2”, action reject as 1, accept as 2, set0 as 1 and set1 as 2. Obviously, such a
translation can be easily made for any set of symbolic labels — therefore we will use symbolic names in our examples to make
them easier to read and interpret.
5
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Figure 1. Transitions of the variable controller/client system, together with the tree of possible computations
(assuming that q0 is the initial state).

are two propositions available to observe the value of x: “x=0” and “x=1” (note: these are just atomic
propositions, = is not the equality symbol here).
It is important to distinguish between the computational structure, defined explicitly in the model,
and the behavioral structure, i.e. the model of how the system is supposed to behave in time [30]. In
most temporal logics — ATL no exception — the computational structure is finite, while the implied
behavioral structure is infinite. In ATL, the finite automaton lying at the core of every concurrent game
structure can be seen as a way of imposing the tree of possible (infinite) computations that may occur in
the system. The way the computational structure (concurrent game structure) unravels into a behavioral
structure (computation tree) is shown in Figure 1, too.
It should be noted that at least three different versions of ATL have been proposed by Alur and
colleagues over the course of the last 6 years, each with a slightly different definition of the semantic
structure. The earliest version [2] includes only definitions for a synchronous turn-based structure and
an asynchronous structure in which every transition is owned by a single agent. [3] offers more general
structures (called alternating transitions systems) with no action labels and a sophisticated transition
function. In [4], function d is introduced and δ simplified; moreover, an arbitrary finite set of agents Σ is
replaced with set {1, ..., k}. All of this may lead to some confusion.
Since the models for ATEL from [17] are based on the second version of ATL [3] (and not the most
recent one [4]), we will introduce the models from [3] as well. An alternating transition system (ATS) is
a tuple
S = hΣ, Q, Π, π, δi.
Q

The type of the system transition function is the main difference here — δ : Q × Σ → 22 is meant to
encode all the choices available to agents at each state. Now δ(q, a) = {Q1 , ..., Qn } (Q1 , ..., Qn ⊆ Q)
defines the possible outcomes of a’s decisions at state q, and the choices are identified with the outcomes.
The resulting (global) transition of the whole system is assumed to be the intersection of choices from
all the agents: Qa1 ∩ ... ∩ Qak , Qai ∈ δ(q, ai ). Since the system is required to be deterministic (given
the state and the agents’ choices), Qa1 ∩ ... ∩ Qak must always be a singleton.
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Figure 2. An ATS for the controller/client problem

An alternating transition system for the variable controller/client problem is shown in Figure 2. Note
that the ATS is somewhat more complex than the original concurrent game structure from Figure 1.
In general, both kinds of semantics are equivalent [12, 13, 14], but the concurrent game structures are
smaller and easier to read in most cases [22]. Therefore we will tend to use concurrent game structures
rather than alternating transition systems as the basis for our analysis.

2.2. Agents’ Strategies and Semantics of Cooperation Modalities
In a concurrent game structure, a strategy for agent a is a function fa : Q+ → N such that fa (λ) ≤ da (q)
for q being the last state in sequence λ (i.e. such that fa (λ) is a valid decision in q). The function
specifies a’s decision for every possible (finite) history of system states. In other words, the strategy
is a conditional plan with perfect recall, since each agent can base his decisions on a complete history
λ ∈ Q+ .
A collective strategy is a tuple of strategies FA : A → (Q+ → N), one strategy for each agent from
A ⊆ Σ. The set of all possible (infinite) computations starting from state q, consistent with FA is denoted
with out(q, FA ).6 Now S, q  hhAiiΦ iff there exists a collective strategy FA such that Φ is satisfied for
all computations from out(q, FA ). In other words, no matter what the rest of the agents decides to do,
the agents from A have a way of enforcing Φ. The semantics of temporal operators in ATL* is the same
as in CTL*.
Semantics of ATL (without the star) must be defined in more detail – for every combination of a
cooperation modality and a temporal operator. Let, for any history λ ∈ Q+ , and any integer i ∈ N, the
i-th position in λ be denoted by λ[i]. Let S be a concurrent game structure, and q a state in it. Then:
• S, q |= hhAii hϕ iff there exists a set of strategies FA , one for each a ∈ A, such that for all
λ ∈ out(q, FA ), we have S, λ[1] |= ϕ;
• S, q |= hhAii2ϕ iff there exists a set of strategies FA , one for each a ∈ A, such that for all
λ ∈ out(q, FA ), we have S, λ[u] |= ϕ for all u ∈ N;
6

Computation Λ = q0 q1 ... is consistent with a (collective) strategy FA if, for every i = 0, 1, ..., there exists a tuple of agents’
decisions 1 ≤ ja ≤ da (qi ) such that δ(qi , ja1 , ..., jak ) = qi+1 and ja = FA (a)(q0 ...qi ) for each a ∈ A.
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• S, q |= hhAiiϕ Uψ iff there exists a set of strategies FA , one for each a ∈ A, such that for all
λ ∈ out(q, FA ), there exists some u ∈ N such that S, λ[u] |= ψ, and for all 0 ≤ v < u, we have
S, λ[v] |= ϕ;
The type of a choice is different in alternating transition systems, therefore a strategy for a has a
different type too — fa : Q+ → 2Q . The strategy must be consistent with the choices available to a:
fa (λ) ∈ δ(q, a) for q being the last state in sequence λ. Again, S, q  hhAiiΦ iff there exists a collective
strategy FA such that Φ is satisfied for all computations from out(q, FA ).
Example 2.2. The following example ATL formulas are true in every state of the concurrent game structure from Figure 1:
• (x = 0 → hhsii hx = 0) ∧ (x = 1 → hhsii hx = 1) : the server can enforce the value of x to
remain the same in the next step;
• x = 0 → ¬hhcii3x = 1 : c cannot change the value from 0 to 1 on his own, even in multiple steps;
• x = 0 → ¬hhsii3x = 1 : s cannot change the value on his own either;
• x = 0 → hhs, cii3x = 1 : s and c can cooperate to change the value effectively.

2.3. AETS and Semantics of Epistemic Formulas
Models for ATEL — alternating epistemic transition systems (AETS) — add epistemic accessibility
relations ∼1 , ..., ∼k ⊆ Q × Q for expressing agents’ beliefs [17]:
S = hΣ, Q, Π, π, ∼1 , ..., ∼k , δi.
The accessibility relations are assumed to be reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
Agent a’s epistemic relation is meant to encode a’s inability to distinguish between the (global)
system states: q ∼a q ′ means that, while the system is in state q, agent a cannot really determine whether
it is in q or q ′ . The truth definition of knowledge is standard then. Let S be a concurrent game structure,
and q and q ′ be states:
S, q |= Ka ϕ iff for all q ′ such that q ∼a q ′ we have S, q ′ |= ϕ
C
D
Relations ∼E
A , ∼A and ∼A , used to model “everybody knows” property, common knowledge and
distributed knowledge, are derived from the epistemic accessibility relations of agents from A. First,
E
′
′
∼E
{a1 ,...,an } is the union of all the ∼ai : q ∼{a1 ,...,an } q iff q ∼ai q for some ai from group A. In other
words, if everybody knows ϕ, then no agent may be unsure about the truth of it, and hence ϕ should
be true in all the states that cannot be distinguished from the current state by even one member of the
E
7
group. Next, ∼C
A can be defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of ∼A relation, Finally, relation
D
∼{a1 ,...,an} is the intersection of all the ∼ai : if any agent from group A can distinguish q from q ′ , then
E
Relation ∼C
A was originally defined as only the transitive closure of ∼A [17]. The reflexivity of the closure changes nothing
here, since all ∼a are defined to be reflexive themselves — except for A = ∅. And that is exactly why we add it: now ∼C
∅ can
be used to describe having complete information.

7
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Figure 3. An AETS for the modified controller/client problem. The dotted lines display the epistemic accessibility relations (modulo transitivity and reflexivity).

the whole group can distinguish the states in the sense of distributed knowledge. The semantics of group
knowledge can be defined as below:
′
′
S, q |= EA ϕ iff for all q ′ such that q ∼E
A q we have S, q |= ϕ
′
′
S, q |= CA ϕ iff for all q ′ such that q ∼C
A q we have S, q |= ϕ
′
′
S, q |= DA ϕ iff for all q ′ such that q ∼D
A q we have S, q |= ϕ.

Example 2.3. Let us consider another variation of the variable/controller example: the client can try to
add 1 or 2 to the current value of x now (the addition is modulo 3 in this case). Thus the operations
available to c are: “x := x + 1 mod 3” and “x := x + 2 mod 3”. The server can still accept or reject
the request from c (Figure 3). The dotted lines show that c cannot distinguish being in state q0 from being
in state q1 , while s is not able to discriminate q0 from q2 .
Going from the model to the behavioral structure behind it, there are at least two ways of unraveling
the alternating epistemic transition system into a computation tree with epistemic relations. If agents
have no recall of the past, except for the information encapsulated in the current state (modulo relation ∼), then only the last state in a sequence matters for the epistemic accessibility links; if the agents
can remember the history of previous states, then the whole sequence matters: the agents cannot discriminate two situations if they cannot distinguish any corresponding parts from the alternative histories
(Figure 4 A and B). These two approaches reflect in fact two different “common-sense” interpretations
of the computational structure with an epistemic component. In (A), a state (together with relation ∼a )
is meant to constitute the whole description of an agents’ position, while in (B) states (and ∼a ) are more
about what agents can perceive or observe at that point. More precisely, since agent c cannot distinguish
q0 from q0 q0 in (A), he is not aware of any transition being happened that stays in q0 . In (B) however,
indistinguishable situations occur always on the same level of tree, denoting that here the agents at least
know how many transitions have been made.
Some properties that hold for this AETS are shown below:
• q1  Ks x = 1 (or alternatively: q  x = 1 → Ks x = 1 for every q),
• q0  hhsii hx = 0 (or alternatively: x = 0 → hhsii hx = 0),
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Figure 4. Unraveling: the computation trees with an epistemic relation for the client process. (A) indistinguishability relation based completely on ∼c — the agent does not remember the history of the game; (B) the client has
perfect recall. The resulting indistinguishability relation should be read as the reflexive and transitive closure of
the dotted arcs.

• q2  hhs, cii hx = 0.

Note that ATEL agents are assumed to have perfect recall within the semantics of cooperation modalities: the knowledge available to agent a when he is choosing his action is determined by the type of
strategy function fa (which allows a to remember the whole history of previous states). Thus the epistemic abilities of agents with respect to their decision making should be the ones shown in Figure 4B.
On the other hand, the knowledge modality Ka refers to indistinguishability of states — therefore its
characteristics is rather displayed in Figure 4A.
Unfortunately, it can be also proved that ¬x = 2 → hhcii h¬x = 2 holds in the system from
Figure 3 (because q0  hhcii h¬x = 2 and q1  hhcii h¬x = 2), which is counterintuitive: c cannot
really choose a good strategy that the next transition will not lead to q2 since he can never be sure whether
the system is in q0 or q1 . Asking about c’s knowledge does not make things better: it can be proved that
Kc (¬x = 2 → hhcii h¬x = 2), too! As it turns out, not every function of type fa : Q+ → 2Q represents
a feasible strategy under incomplete information. We will study the problem in more detail throughout
the next section.

10
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3. Knowledge and Action under Incomplete Information
ATEL and ATEL* are interesting languages to describe and verify properties of autonomous processes
in situations of incomplete information. However, their semantics — the way it is defined in [17] — is
not entirely consistent with the assumption that agents have incomplete information about the current
state. Something seems to be lacking in the definition of a valid strategy for an agent in AETS. When
defining a strategy, the agent can make his choices for every state independently. This is not feasible in a
situation of incomplete information if the strategy is supposed to be deterministic: if a cannot recognize
whether he is in situation s1 or s2 , he cannot plan to proceed with one action in s1 , and another in s2 .
Going back to Example 2.3, since the client cannot epistemically distinguish q0 from q1 , and in both he
should apply a different action to ensure that x will not have the value of 2 in the next state, it is not
realistic to say that the client has a strategy to enforce h¬(x = 2) in q0 . It is very much like with
the information sets from von Neumann and Morgenstern [28]: for every state in an information set the
same action must be chosen within a strategy. Such strategies are sometimes called uniform in the field
of logic and games [5, 6].
Example 3.1. The following example can be considered: agent a plays a very simple card game against
the environment env. The deck consisting of Ace, King and Queen (A, K, Q); it is assumed that A beats
K, K beats Q, but Q beats A. First env gives a card to a, and assigns one card to itself. Then a can trade
his card for the one remaining in the deck, or he can keep the current one. The player with the better
card wins the game. A turn-based synchronous AETS for the game is shown in Figure 5. Right after the
cards are given, a does not know what is the hand of the other player; for the rest of the game he has
complete information about the state. Atomic proposition win enables to recognize the states in which a
is the winner. States q7 , ..., q18 are the final states for the this game; however, the transition function must
specify at least one outgoing transition for each state. A reflexive arrow at every final state shows that –
once the game is over – the system remains in that state forever.
Note that q0  hhaii3win, although it should definitely be false for this game! Of course, a may
happen to win, but he does not have the power to bring about winning because he has no way of recognizing the right decision until it is too late. Even if we ask about whether the player can know that he has
a winning strategy, it does not help: Ka hhaii3win is satisfied in q0 , too, because for all q ∈ Q such that
q0 ∼a q we have q  hhaii3win.
This calls for a constraint like the one from [28]: if two situations s1 and s2 are indistinguishable,
then a strategy fa must specify the same action for both s1 and s2 . In order to accomplish this, some
relation of “subjective unrecognizability” over the agents’ choices can be useful — to tell which decisions
will be considered the same in which states. Probably the easiest way to accomplish this is to provide the
decisions with explicit labels — the way it has been done in concurrent game structures — and assume
that the choices with the same label represent the same action from the agent’s subjective point of view.
This kind of solution fits also well in the tradition of game theory. Note that it is harder to specify
this requirement if we identify agents’ actions with their outcomes completely, because the same action
started in two different states seldom generates the same result. If a trades his Ace in q1 , the system
moves to q8 and a loses the game; if he trades the card in q2 , the system moves to q10 and he wins. Still
a cannot discriminate trading the Ace in both situations.
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∼a q 0
∼a q 1 , q 1 ∼a q 2 , q 2 ∼a q 2
∼a q3 , q3 ∼a q4 , q4 ∼a q4 etc.
∼a q7 , q8 ∼a q8 , q9 ∼a q9 etc.
∼env q0 , q1 ∼env q1 , q2 ∼env q2 etc.

Figure 5. Epistemic transition system for the card game. For every state, the players’ hands are described. The
dotted lines show a’s epistemic accessibility relation ∼a . The thick arrows indicate a’s winning strategy.

3.1. Towards a Solution
The first attempt to solve the problem sketched above has been presented in [22]. The idea was to define
ATEL models as tuples of the following shape:
S = hk, Q, Π, π, ∼1 , ..., ∼k , d, δi
where agents had the same choices available in indistinguishable states, i.e. for every q, q ′ such that
q ∼a q ′ it was required that da (q) = da (q ′ ) (otherwise a could distinguish q from q ′ by the decisions he
could make).8 An incomplete information strategy (we will follow [5, 6] and call it a uniform strategy
within this paper) is a function fa : Q+ → N for which the following constraints held:
• fa (λ) ≤ da (q), where q is the last state in sequence λ;
• if two histories are indistinguishable λ ≈a λ′ then fa (λ) = fa (λ′ ).
Two histories are indistinguishable for a if he cannot distinguish their corresponding states. Recall that
the ith position of λ is denoted by λ[i]. Then λ ≈a λ′ iff λ[i] ∼a λ′ [i] for every i. Alternatively,
decisions can be specified for sequences of local states instead of global ones – fa : Q+
a → N, where
local states are defined as the equivalence classes of relation ∼a , i.e. Qa = {[q]∼a | q ∈ Q}. This kind
of presentation has been employed in [31], for example.
8

The authors of ATEL suggested a similar requirement in [19]. They also considered whether some further constraint on the
possible runs of the system should be added, but they dismissed the idea.
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Figure 6. New AETS for the game. The transitions are labeled with decisions from the player who takes turn.

Example 3.2. A new transition system for the card game is shown in Figure 6. Now, using only uniform
strategies, a is unable to bring about winning on his own: q0  ¬hhaii3win. Like in the real game, he
can win only with some “help” from the environment: q0  hha, envii3win.
Unfortunately, the new constraint proves insufficient for ruling out strategies that are not feasible
under incomplete information. Consider the last game structure and state q1 . It is easy to show that
q1  hhaii3win. Moreover, q0  hhii hhhaii3win, although still q0 2 hhaii3win. In other words, no
conditional plan is possible for a at q0 , and at the same time he is bound to have one in the next step!
The paradoxical results lead in fact to one fundamental question: what does it mean for an agent to have
a plan?

3.2. Having a Strategy: de re vs. de dicto
The consecutive attempts to ATEL semantics seem to refer to various levels of “strategic” nondeterminism:
1. the first semantics proposed in [17] allows for subjectively non-deterministic strategies in a sense:
the agent is allowed to guess which choice is the right one, and if there is any way for him to guess
correctly, we are satisfied with this. Therefore the notion of a strategy from [17] makes formula
hhAiiΦ describe what coalition A may happen to bring about against the most efficient enemies (i.e.
when the enemies know the current state and even A’s collective strategy beforehand), whereas the
original idea from ATL was rather about A being able to enforce Φ;
2. in the updated semantics from [22], presented in the previous section, every strategy is subjectively
deterministic (i.e. uniform), but the agent can choose non-deterministically between them (guess
which one is right). This is because hhaiiΦ (in the updated version) is true if there is a consistent
way of enforcing Φ, but the agent may be unaware of it, and unable to obtain it in consequence;
3. having restricted the set of strategies to the uniform ones, we can strengthen the notion of a successful strategy by requiring that a can enforce Φ only if Ka hhaiiΦ; still, this is not enough as the
examples showed. Ka hhaiiΦ implies that, for every q indistinguishable from the current state, a
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must have a uniform strategy to achieve Φ from q – but these can be different strategies for different q’s. Thus, Ka hhaiiΦ (in the updated version) is true if a knows there is a consistent way of
enforcing Φ – unfortunately he is not required to know the way itself;
4. for planning purposes, the agent should be rather interested in having a strategy and knowing it
(i.e. not only knowing that he has some strategy)!
The above hierarchy reminds the distinction between beliefs de re and beliefs de dicto. The issue is
well known in the philosophy of language [29], as well as research on the interaction between knowledge
and action [26, 27, 32]. Suppose we have dynamic logic-like modalities, parameterized with strategies:
[FA ]Φ meaning “A can use strategy FA to bring about Φ” (or: “every execution of FA guarantees Φ”).
Suppose also that strategies are required to be uniform. Cases (2), (3) and (4) above can be then described
as follows:
• ∃Fa [Fa ]Φ is (possibly unaware) having a uniform strategy to achieve Φ – see point (2) above;
• Ka ∃Fa [Fa ]Φ is having a strategy de dicto (3);
• ∃Fa Ka [Fa ]Φ is having a strategy de re (4).
This would be a flexible way to express such subtleties. However – having extended ATEL this way
– we would enable explicit quantification over strategies in the object language, and the resulting logic
would be propositional no more. Instead, we can change the range of computations that are taken into
account by the player when analyzing a strategy — out∗ must include all the (infinite) paths that are
possible from the agent’s subjective perspective. Since strategies in ATEL are perfect recall strategies,
the player must be able to use the information from the past during his analysis of possible future courses
of action. Thus, the past history is relevant for determining the set of potential outcome paths for a
strategy, and it plays an important role in the definition of out∗ . Section 3.3 offers a more detailed
discussion of this issue.
We need some terminology. Let λ be a variable over finite sequences of states, and let Λ denote an
infinite sequence. Moreover, for any sequence ξ = q0 q1 . . . (be it either finite or infinite):
• ξ[i] = qi is the ith position in ξ,
• ξ|i = q0 q1 . . . qi denotes the first i + 1 positions of ξ,
• ξ i = qi qi+1 . . . is the ith suffix of ξ.
If i is greater than the length of ξ + 1, these notions are undefined. The length ℓ(λ) of a finite sequence
λ is defined in a straightforward way.
Definition 3.1. Let λ be a finite non-empty sequence of states, and fa a strategy for agent a. We say that
Λ is a feasible computation run given finite history λ and agent a’s strategy fa , if the following holds:
• Λ starts with a sequence indistinguishable from λ, i.e. Λ|n ≈a λ, where n = ℓ(λ) − 1,
• Λ is consistent with fa . In fact, only the future part of Λ must be consistent with fa since the
past-oriented part of the strategy is irrelevant: no agent can plan the past.
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Then, we define out∗ (λ, fa ) = {Λ| Λ is feasible, given λ and fa }
If cooperation modalities are to reflect the property of having a strategy de re, then out∗ (λ, fa ) should
replace the original set of objectively possible computations in the semantics of hhaii, so that hhaiiΦ holds
for a history λ iff there is an incomplete information strategy fa such that Φ is true for every computation
Λ ∈ out∗ (λ, fa ). Then the new semantics of the cooperation modality can be given as:
λ  hhaiiK(a) Φ

iff

a has a uniform strategy fa such that for every Λ ∈ out∗ (λ, fa )
we have that Φ holds in Λ.

We use notation hhaiiK(a) to emphasize that these cooperation modalities differ from the original
ones [4, 17]: agent a must have a uniform strategy and be able to identify it himself.
Example 3.3. Let us consider the card game example from Figure 6 again. Suppose q0 has been the
initial state and the system has moved to q1 now, so the history is λ = q0 q1 . For every strategy fa :
out∗ (q0 q1 , fa ) = {Λ | Λ starts with λ′ ≈a q0 q1 and Λ is consistent with fa }
= {Λ | Λ starts with q0 q, q ∼a q1 and Λ is consistent with fa }
= {Λ | Λ starts with q0 q1 or q0 q2 and Λ is consistent with fa }.
Note that fa must be a uniform strategy - in particular, fa (q0 q1 ) = fa (q0 q2 ). There are two possible
combinations of decisions for these histories:
(1) f1 (q0 q1 ) = f1 (q0 q2 ) = keep,
(2) f2 (q0 q1 ) = f2 (q0 q2 ) = trade.
Suppose there exists f such that for every λ ∈ out∗ (q0 q1, f ) we have 3win. We can check both cases:
case (1): out∗ (q0 q1 , f1 ) = {q0 q1 q7 q7 ..., q0 q2 q9 q9 ...},
case (2): out∗ (q0 q1 , f2 ) = {q0 q1 q8 q8 ..., q0 q2 q1 q1 ...}.
Now, 3win does not hold for q0 q2 q9 q9 ... nor q0 q1 q8 q8 ..., so q0 q1 2 hhaiiK(a) 3win.
Note also that function out∗ has a different type than the old function out, and that we interpreted
formula hhaiiK(a) 3win over a (finite) path and not a state in the above example. This shows another
very important issue: epistemic properties of alternating-time systems with perfect recall are properties
of sequences of states rather than single states.

3.3. Knowledge as Past-Related Phenomenon
Throughout the preceding sections the term “situation” was used in many places instead of “state”. This
was deliberate. The implicit assumption that states characterize epistemic properties of agents (expressed
via the semantics of knowledge operators Ka , CA etc. in the original version of ATEL) is probably
one of the confusion sources about the logic. In concurrent game structures a state is not a complete
description of a situation when the agent can remember the whole history of the game (as the type of
agents’ strategies suggest). Note that in the classical game theory models [28] situations do correspond to
states — but these are computation trees that are used there, so every state in the tree uniquely identifies
a path in it as well. At the same time a concurrent game structure or an alternating transition system is
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based on a finite automaton that indirectly imposes a tree of possible computations. A node in the tree
corresponds to a sequence of states in the automaton (a history).
Within the original ATEL, agents are assumed different epistemic capabilities when making decisions, from what is actually being expressed with the epistemic operator Ka . The interpretation of
knowledge operators refers to the agents’ capability to distinguish one state from another; the semantics
of hhAii allows the agents to base their decisions upon sequences of states. This dichotomy reflects the
way a concurrent epistemic game structure can be unraveled (Figure 4 in section 2.3). We believe that the
dilemma whether to assign agents with the ability to remember the whole history should be made explicit
in the meta-language. Therefore we will assume that relation ∼a expresses what agent a can “see” (or
observe) directly from his current state (i.e. having no recall of the past except for the information that
is actually “stored” in the agent’s local state), and we will call it an observational accessibility relation
to avoid confusion. The (perfect) recall accessibility relation for agents that do not forget can be derived
from ∼a in the form of relation ≈a over histories.
As the past is important when it comes to epistemic state of agents with perfect recall, knowledge
operators should be given semantics in which the past is included. Thus, formulas like Ka ϕ should be
interpreted over paths rather than states of the system. The new semantics we propose for ATEL* in
section 5 (meant as a logic for agents with finite set of states and perfect recall) draws much inspiration
from branching-time logics that incorporate past in their scope [25]. The simpler case — agents with
bounded memory — is also interesting. We will discuss it in section 4, proposing a logic aimed at
observational properties of agents.

3.4. Feasible Strategies for Groups of Agents
The dichotomy between having a strategy de re and de dicto was discussed in section 3.2. The first
notion is arguably more important if we want to express what agents with incomplete information can
really enforce. In order to restrict the semantics of the cooperation modalities to feasible plans only, we
suggest to rule out strategies with choices that cannot be deterministically executed by the players (via
redefinition of the set of strategies available to agents) and to require that a player is able to identify
a winning strategy (via redefinition of function out: all the computations must be considered that are
possible from the agent’s perspective — and not only the objectively possible ones).
This looks relatively straightforward for a single agent: hhaiiK(a) Φ should mean: “a has a uniform
strategy to enforce Φ and he knows that if he executes the strategy then he will bring about Φ” (cf.
Definition 3.1 and Example 3.3). In such a case, there is nothing that can prevent a from executing it.
The situation is not so simple for a coalition of agents. The coalition should be able to identify a winning
strategy — but in what way? Suppose we require that this is common knowledge among the agents that
FA is a winning strategy — would that be enough? Unfortunately, the answer is no.
Example 3.4. Consider the following variant of the matching pennies game. There are two agents – both
with a coin – and each can choose to show heads or tails. If they choose the same, they win, otherwise
they loose. There are two obvious collective strategies that result in victory for the coalition, even when
we consider common knowledge de re; hence ∃F{1,2} C{1,2} [F{1,2} ]win. However, both agents have to
choose the same winning strategy, so it is still hard for them to win this game! In fact, they cannot play
it successfully with no additional communication between them.
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Thus, even common knowledge among A of a winning strategy FA for them does not imply that
the agents from A can automatically apply FA as long as there are other winning strategies commonly
identified by A. It means that the coalition must have a strategy selection criterion upon which all
agents from A agree. How have they come to this agreement? Through some additional communication
“outside the model”? But why should not distributed knowledge be used instead then – if the agents are
allowed to communicate outside the model at all, perhaps they can share their private knowledge too?
Other settings make sense as well: there can be a leader within the team that can assign the rest of the
team with their strategies (then it is sufficient that the strategy is identified by the leader). Or, the leader
may even stay out of the group (then he is not a member of the coalition that executes the plan). In order
to capture the above intuitions in a general way, we propose to extend the simple cooperation modality
hhAii to a family of operators: hhAiiK(Γ) Φ with the intended meaning that coalition A has a (uniform)
strategy to enforce Φ, and the strategy can be identified by agents Γ ⊆ Σ in epistemic mode K (where K
can be any of the epistemic operators K, C, E, D):
λ  hhAiiK(Γ) Φ

iff

A have a collective uniform strategy FA such that for every
Λ ∈ out∗K(Γ) (λ, FA ) we have that Φ holds in Λ.

These operators generalize Jonker’s cooperation modalities with indices: hhAiiC , hhAiiE and hhAiiKi ,
introduced in [23].
We will use the generic notation ≈K
Γ to denote the (path) indistinguishability relation for agents Γ in
epistemic mode K:
′
λ ≈K
Γ λ

′
iff λ[i] ∼K
Γ λ [i] for every i.

Function out∗K(Γ) (λ, FA ) returns the computations that are possible from the viewpoint of group Γ (with
respect to knowledge operator K) after history λ took place:
out∗K(Γ) (λ, FA ) = {Λ| Λ starts with λ′ such that λ′ ≈K
Γ λ, and the rest of Λ is consistent with FA }
Examples include:
• hhAiiC(A) Φ : the agents from A have a collective strategy to enforce Φ and the strategy is common
knowledge in A. This requires the least amount of additional communication. It is in fact sufficient
that the agents from A agree upon some total order over their group strategies at the beginning of
the game (the lexicographical order, for instance) and that they will always choose the maximal
winning strategy with respect to this order;
• hhAiiE(A) Φ : coalition A has a collective strategy to enforce Φ and everybody in A knows that the
strategy is winning;
• hhAiiD(A) Φ : the agents from A have a strategy to enforce Φ and if they share their knowledge at
the current state, they can identify the strategy as winning;
• hhAiiK(a) Φ : the agents from A have a strategy to enforce Φ, and a can identify the strategy and
give them orders how to achieve the goal;
• hhAiiD(Γ) Φ : group Γ acts as a kind of “headquarters committee”: they can fully cooperate within
Γ (at the current state) to find a strategy to achieve Φ. The strategy is aimed for A, so it must be
uniform for agents from A.
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Note also that hhAiiC(∅) Φ means that A have a uniform strategy to achieve Φ (but they may be unaware of
it, and of the strategy itself), because ∼C
is the accessibility relation when complete information is avail∅
able. In consequence, KA hhAiiC(∅) Φ captures the notion of having a strategy de dicto from section 3.2.
Since the original ATL meaning of hhAiiΦ (there is a complete information strategy to accomplish Φ)
does not seem to be expressible with the new modalities, we suggest to leave the operator in the language as well.
Example 3.5. Let us consider the modified variable client/server system from Figure 3 once more to
show how the new modalities work:
• x = 1 → hhsiiK(s) hx = 1, because every time s is in q1 , he can choose to reject the client’s
request (and he knows it, because he can distinguish q1 from the other states);
• ¬x = 2 → ¬hhs, ciiK(c) hx = 2, because – for every history (qq ′ q ′′ ...q1 ) – c cannot distinguish it
from (qq ′ q ′′ ...q0 ) and vice versa, so he cannot effectively identify a uniform strategy;
• x = 2 → ¬hhsiiK(s) hx = 2 ∧ ¬hhciiK(c) hx = 2, because c has no action to request no change,
and s is unable to identify the current state;
• however, x = 2 → hhsiiK(c) hx = 2 ! The client can “indicate” the right strategy to the server;
• x = 0 → ¬hhsiiK(s) hx = 0 ∧ ¬hhsiiK(c) hx = 0 ∧ hhsiiD({s,c}) hx = 0 : only if s and c join their
pieces of knowledge, they can identify a feasible strategy for s in q0 ;
• x = 1 → hhs, ciiE({c,s}) h¬x = 0 ∧ ¬hhc, siiC({s,c}) h¬x = 0 : both processes can identify a
suitable collective strategy, but they are not sure if the other party can identify it too.
The next two sections follow with a formalization of the intuitions described so far.

4. ATOL: a Logic of Observations
Assigning an agent the ability to remember everything that has happened in the past seems unrealistic
in many cases. Both humans and software agents have obviously limited memory capabilities. On the
other hand, we usually cannot know precisely what the agents in question will actually remember from
their history – in such situations perfect recall can be attractive as the upper bound approximation of the
agents’ potential. Some agents may also enhance their capacity (install new memory chips when more
storage space is needed, for instance). In this case the memory of the agents is finite, but not bounded,
and they cannot be appropriately modeled with bounded recall apparatus.
We believe that both settings are interesting and worth further investigation. In this section, we
start with introducing the simpler case of imperfect recall in the form of Alternating-time Temporal
Observational Logic (ATOL). As the original ATL and ATEL operators hhAii were defined to describe
agents with perfect recall, it seems best to leave them with this meaning. Instead, we will use a new
modality hhAii• to express that the agents from A can enforce a property while their ability to remember
is bounded. When uniform strategies are to be considered, the operator will be used with an appropriate
subscript in the way proposed in Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
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If agents are assumed to remember no more than p most recent positions in a finite automaton, a new
automaton can be proposed in which the last p positions are included in the states and the epistemic links
define what the agents actually remember in every situation. Thus, for every model in which the agents
can remember a limited number of past events, an equivalent model can be constructed in which they
can recall no past at all (cf. Example 4.2). ATOL is a logic for agents with no recall – it refers to the
features that agents can observe on the spot. Note, however, that these are observations in the broadest
sense, including perceptions of the external world, and the internal (local) state of the agent.

4.1. Syntax
An ATOL formula is one of the following:
• p, where p is an atomic proposition;
• ¬ϕ or ϕ ∨ ψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATOL formulas;
• Obsa ϕ, where a is an agent and ϕ is a formula of ATOL;
• COA ϕ, EOA ϕ and DOA ϕ, where A is a set of agents and ϕ is a formula of ATOL;
• hhAii•Obs(γ) hϕ, hhAii•Obs(γ) 2ϕ, or hhAii•Obs(γ) ϕ Uψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATOL formulas and A is a set
of agents, and γ an agent (not necessarily a member of A).
• hhAii•Θ(Γ) hϕ, hhAii•Θ(Γ) 2ϕ, hhAii•Θ(Γ) ϕ Uψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATOL formulas and A and Γ are sets
of agents and Θ(Γ) ∈ {CO(Γ), DO(Γ), EO(Γ)}.
Formula Obsa ϕ reads: “agent a observes that ϕ”. Operators COA , EOA and DOA refer to “common observation”, “everybody sees” and “distributed observation” modalities. The informal meaning of
hhAii•Obs(γ) Φ is: “group A has a strategy to enforce Φ, and agent γ can see the strategy”. The common
sense reading of hhAii•CO(Γ) Φ is that coalition A has a collective strategy to enforce Φ, and the strategy
itself is a common observation for group Γ. The meaning of hhAii•EO(Γ) Φ and hhAii•DO(Γ) Φ is analogous.
Since the agents are assumed to have no recall in ATOL, the choices they make within their strategies
must be based on the current state only. As we want them to specify deterministic plans under incomplete
information, the plans should be uniform strategies as well.
Note that ATOL contains only formulas for which the past is irrelevant and no specific future branch
is referred to, so it is sufficient to evaluate them over single states of the system.

4.2. Semantics
Formulas of Alternating-time Temporal Observational Logic are interpreted in concurrent observational
game structures:
S = hk, Q, Π, π, ∼1 , ..., ∼k , d, δi
in which agents have the same choices in indistinguishable states: for every q, q ′ such that q ∼a q ′ it is
required that da (q) = da (q ′ ). To specify plans, they can use uniform strategies with no recall.
Definition 4.1. An uniform strategy with no recall is a function va : Q → N for which:
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• va (q) ≤ da (q) (the strategy specifies valid decisions),
• if two states are indistinguishable q ∼a q ′ then va (q) = va (q ′ ).
As usually, a collective strategy VA assigns every agent a ∈ A with one strategy va . The group
observational accessibility relations can also be defined in the standard way:
\
∼DO
=
∼a ;
A
a∈A

∼EO
A

=

[

∼a ;

a∈A

∼CO
A

is the reflexive and transitive closure of ∼EO
A .

The set of computations that are possible from agent γ’s point of view, consistent with strategy VA
and starting from state q, can be defined as:
outObs(γ) (q, VA ) = {Λ| Λ is consistent with VA and Λ[0] ∼γ q}.
Definition 4.2. More generally, for Γ ⊆ Σ, and Θ being any of the collective observation modes CO,
EO, DO:
outΘ(Γ) (q, VA ) = {Λ| Λ is consistent with VA and Λ[0] ∼Θ
Γ q},
Definition 4.3. We define the semantics of ATOL with the following rules:
q
q
q
q
q

p
 ¬ϕ
 ϕ∨ψ
 Obsa ϕ
 hhAii•Obs(γ) hϕ

iff
iff
iff
iff
iff

q  hhAii•Obs(γ) 2ϕ

iff

q  hhAii•Obs(γ) ϕ Uψ

iff

q  ΘA ϕ
q  hhAii•Θ(Γ) hϕ

iff
iff

q  hhAii•Θ(Γ) 2ϕ

iff

q  hhAii•Θ(Γ) ϕ Uψ

iff

p ∈ π(q)
q2ϕ
q  ϕ or q  ψ
for every q ′ ∼a q we have q ′  ϕ
there is a strategy VA such that for every Λ ∈ outObs(γ) (q, VA ) we
have Λ[1]  ϕ
there is a strategy VA such that for every Λ ∈ outObs(γ) (q, VA ) we
have Λ[i]  ϕ for all i = 0, 1, . . .
there is a strategy VA such that for every Λ ∈ outObs(γ) (q, VA )
there is a k ≥ 0 such that Λ[k]  ψ and Λ[i]  ϕ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k
′
for every q ′ ∼Θ
A q we have q  ϕ
there is a strategy VA such that for every Λ ∈ outΘ(Γ) (q, VA ) we
have Λ[1]  ϕ
there is a strategy VA such that for every Λ ∈ outΘ(Γ) (q, VA ) we
have Λ[i]  ϕ for all i = 0, 1, . . .
there is a strategy VA such that for every Λ ∈ outΘ(Γ) (q, VA ) there
is a k ≥ 0 such that Λ[k]  ψ and Λ[i]  ϕ for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k

Remark 4.1. Note that operators Obsa and hhAii•Obs(γ) are in fact redundant:
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• Obsa ϕ ≡ CO{a} ϕ;
• hhAii•Obs(γ) hϕ ≡ hhAii•CO({γ}) hϕ, hhAii•Obs(γ) 2ϕ ≡ hhAii•CO({γ}) 2ϕ,
and hhAii•Obs(γ) ϕ Uψ ≡ hhAii•CO({γ}) ϕ Uψ.
Remark 4.2. ATOL generalizes ATLir from [31]. The other paper introduces four basic variants of the
alternating-time logic, that differ in their treatment of information available to agents, and the type of
agents’ recall. The actual kind of agents being treated by a particular variant is reflected in the indices
added to the name of the logic as well as to the cooperation modalities: I stands for perfect information,
and i for imperfect information; similarly, R denotes perfect, and r – imperfect recall. Thus, ATLIR is
about agents with perfect information and perfect recall (hence being equivalent to the original ATL),
ATLiR treats agents with imperfect information and perfect recall, and so on.
ATLir encodes the same view to agents as ATOL: the agents have imperfect recall (they use strategies
based on states rather than histories) and incomplete information (modeled via epistemic accessibility
relations over states). ATOL, however, is more expressive: not only it includes the epistemic operators,
but the basic modalities of ATLir can be seen as special cases of the ATOL modalities:
hhAiiir Φ ≡ hhAii•EO(A) Φ.
Thus, it seems that ATOL allows to distinguish more subtle cases of having a (collective) strategy, and
does it in a more explicit way.
Proposition 4.1. Model checking ATOL is NP-hard and ∆2 P -easy (i.e., ATOL model checking falls
between nondeterministic polynomial time complexity, and complexity of polynomial calls to a nondeterministic polynomial oracle).
Proof:
The proof is analogous to the respective proofs for ATLir from [31].

⊓
⊔

Remark 4.3. ATOL syntactically subsumes most of CTL. Although none of hhΣii•Θ(Γ) is equivalent to
the CTL’s E, yet still the universal path quantifier A can be expressed with hh∅ii•CO(∅) . Thus also most of
“there is a path” formulas can also be redefined: E hϕ ≡ ¬hh∅ii•CO(∅) h¬ϕ, E2ϕ ≡ ¬hh∅ii•CO(∅) 3¬ϕ,
and E3ϕ ≡ ¬hh∅ii•CO(∅) 2¬ϕ.
Remark 4.4. The language of ATOL does not cover the expressive power of full CTL. Unlike in ATL
(and even ATLIr ), Eϕ Uψ cannot be translated to hhΣii•CO(∅) ϕ Uψ. Moreover, Eϕ Uψ cannot be expressed
as a combination of Aϕ Uψ, E3ϕ, E2ϕ, A2ϕ, E hϕ, and A hϕ (cf. [24]).
In consequence, the modalities for complete information (i.e. possibly non-uniform) strategies with
no recall: hhAii• hϕ, hhAii• 2ϕ and hhAii• ϕ Uψ (corresponding to the ATLIr logic [31]) can be a valuable
extension of the basic ATOL.
Remark 4.5. Note that ATLIr is equivalent to ATL [31], so ATOL begins to cover the expressive power
of CTL as soon as we add the perfect information modalities to ATOL.
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Figure 7. The controller/client problem again

Remark 4.6. ATOL semantically subsumes CTL: it is enough to restrict the alternating observational
game structures to the case of one agent (Σ = {a}), with the identity relation as the only observational
accessibility relation (q ∼a q ′ iff q = q ′ ). For this class of models: E hϕ ≡ hhaii•Obs(a) hϕ, A hϕ ≡
hh∅ii•Obs(a) hϕ, E2ϕ ≡ hhaii•Obs(a) 2ϕ and so on.

4.3. Examples
Let us consider a few examples to see how properties of agents and their coalitions can be expressed with
ATOL. We believe that especially Example 4.3 demonstrates the potential of ATEL in reasoning about
limitations of agents, and the ways they can be overcome.
Example 4.1. First, we can have a look at the variable client/server system from Example 2.3 again, this
time in the form of a concurrent observational game structure (see Figure 7). Note how the observational
relation is defined: if we think of x in binary representation x1 x2 , we have that c can observe x1 , whereas
s observers x2 . The following formulas are valid in the system:
• Obss x = 1 ∨ Obss ¬x = 1 : the server can recognize whether the value of x is 1 or not;
• hhs, cii•CO(s,c) h¬x = 2 : the agents have a strategy de re to avoid x = 2 in the next step. For
instance, the client can always execute add1, and the server rejects the request in q1 and accepts
otherwise;
• x = 2 → ¬hhsii•Obs(s) h(x = 2) ∧ hhsii•Obs(c) h(x = 2): The server s must be hinted a strategy by
c if he wants the variable to retain the value of 2. To see why this is true, suppose that x = 2. We
have to find a strategy vs such that for every Λ ∈ outObs(c) (q2 , vs ), we have Λ[1] |= h(x = 2).
Let vs be the strategy that picks rej in all states. Then, obviously, vs is an incomplete information
strategy. All the computation paths consistent with this strategy are q0 q0 . . . , q1 q1 . . . and q2 q2 . . . .
The runs from those that are in outObs(c) (q2 , vs ) are those that start in q2 , so the only element we
retain is Λ = q2 q2 . . . . Obviously, for this Λ, we have Λ[1] |= (x = 2). To further see that
in q2 we have ¬hhsii•Obs(s) h(x = 2), assume that there is some strategy vs such that for every
Λ ∈ outObs(c) (q2 , vs ) we have Λ[1] |= (x = 2). The only strategy vs that works here chooses rej
in q2 . Since vs has to be an incomplete information strategy, vs prescribes rej in q2 as well. But
the runs generated by this vs in outObs(c) (q2 , vs ) are Λ = q2 q2 . . . and Λ′ = q0 q0 . . . . Obviously,
we do not have Λ′ [1] |= x = 2;
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Figure 8. Agents with some memory of the past. Proposition rej holds in the states immediately after a request
has been rejected.

• hhs, cii•CO(s,c) 3(Obss x = 0 ∨ Obss x = 1 ∨ Obss x = 2) ∧ hhs, cii•CO(s,c) 3(Obsc x = 0 ∨ Obsc x =
1 ∨ Obsc x = 2) ∧ ¬hhs, cii•CO(s,c) 3(EO{s,c} x = 0 ∨ EO{s,c} x = 1 ∨ EO{s,c} x = 2): the agents
have a way to make the value of x observable for any of them, but they have no strategy to make it
observable to both of them at the same moment.
Example 4.2. Let us go back to the first variable/controller system with only two states (Example 2.1).
The system can be modified to include bounded memory of the players: for instance, it seems reasonable
to assume that each agent remembers at least the last decision he made. Resulting concurrent observational game structure is shown in Figure 8. For this structure, we may for instance demonstrate that:
• s can always reject the claim: A2hhsii•Obs(s) hrej

(where A ≡ hh∅ii•CO(∅) – cf. Remark 4.3);

• if s rejects the claims then the value of x will not change – and s can see it: Obss [(x = 0 →
A h(rej → x = 0)) ∧ (x = 1 → A h(rej → x = 1)) ∧ (x = 2 → A h(rej → x = 2))].
Note that this kind of formulas can be used in ATOL to specify results of particular strategies in
the object language (in this case: the “always reject” strategy).
Example 4.3. Let us consider a train controller example similar to the one from [1, 17]. There are two
trains tr1 , tr2 , and a controller c that can let them into the tunnel. The algorithm of train tri is sketched
in Figure 9. Each train can opt to stay out of the tunnel (action s) for some time – its local state is
“away” (ai ) then. When the train wants to enter the tunnel (e), it must wait (state wi ) until the controller
lights a green light for it (action leti from the controller). In the tunnel (ti ), the train can again decide to
stay for some time (s) or to exit (e). There is enough vocabulary to talk about the position of each train
(propositions a1,w1,t1,a2, w2 and t2).
The set of possible situations (global states) is
Q = {a1 a2 , a1 w2 , a1 t2 , w1 a2 , w1 w2 , w1 t2 , t1 a2 , t1 w2 , t1 t2 }.
The transition function for the whole system, and the accessibility relations are depicted in Figure 10.
Every train can observe only its own position. The controller is not very capable observationally: it can
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Figure 9. Train template: tri for the train controller problem
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Figure 10. Transitions and observational accessibility for the system with two trains and a controller
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Figure 11. Models for two IF games: (A) S[∀x∃y/x x 6= y]; (B) S[∀x∃z∃y/x x 6= y]. To help the reader, the
nodes in which Falsifier makes a move are marked with grey circles; it is Verifier’s turn at all the other nodes.

see which train is away – but nothing more. When one of the trains is away and the other is not, c has
to light the green light for the latter.9 The trains crash if they are in the tunnel at the same moment
(crash ≡ t1 ∧ t2), so the controller should not let a train into the tunnel if the other train is inside.
Unfortunately:
• c is not able to do so: ¬hhcii•Obs(c) 2¬crash, because it has to choose the same option in w1 t2 and
w2 t1 . Note that the controller would be able to keep the trains from crashing if it had perfect
information: ¬hhcii• 2¬crash, which shows exactly that insufficient epistemic capability of c is
the source of this failure;
• on the other hand, a train (say, tr1 ) can hint the right strategy (pass a signal) to the controller every
time it is in the tunnel, so that there is no crash in the next moment: A2(t1 → hhcii•Obs(tr ) h¬crash);
1

• when tr1 is out of the tunnel, then c can choose the strategy of letting tr2 in if tr2 is not away (and
choosing let1 else) to succeed in the next step: A2(¬t1 → hhcii•Obs(c) h¬crash);
• two last properties imply also that A2hhcii•DO(c,tr ) h¬crash : the controller can avoid the crash
1
when he has enough communication from tr1 ;
• however, ¬hhcii•DO(c,tr ) 2¬crash, so a one-time communication is not enough;
1

• finally, c is not a very good controller for one more reason – it cannot detect a crash even if it
occurs: crash → ¬Obsc crash.
9

This is meant to impose fair access of the trains to the tunnel: note that when tri wants to enter the tunnel, it must be eventually
allowed if only the other train does not stay in the tunnel for ever. Adding explicit fairness conditions, like in Fair ATL [4],
would probably be a more elegant solution, but it goes far beyond the scope of the example and the paper.
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Example 4.4. The last example refers to IF games, introduced by Hintikka and Sandu in [16], and
investigated further in [6] from a game-theoretic perspective. The metaphor of mathematical proof as a
game between Verifier V (who wants to show that the formula in question is true) and Falsifier F (who
wants to demonstrate the opposite) is the starting point here. One agent takes turn at each quantifier:
at ∃x, Verifier is free to assign x with any domain object he likes, while at ∀x the value is chosen by
Falsifier. IF games generalize the idea with their “slash notation”: ∃x/y means that V can choose a value
for x, but at the same time he must forget everything he knew about the value of y (for ever). [6] suggests
that such logic games can be given a proper game-theoretical treatment too, and uses dynamic-epistemic
logic to reason about the players’ knowledge, their powers etc. Obviously, ATOL can be used for the
same purpose.
Let us consider two IF games from [6]: one for ∀x∃y/x x 6= y, the other for ∀x∃z∃y/x x 6= y.
The game trees for both games are shown in Figure 11. The arcs are labeled with jV , jF where jV is the
action of Verifier and jF is the Falsifier’s decision; nop stands for “no-operation” or “do-nothing” action.
Dotted lines display V ’s observational accessibility links. F has perfect information in both games. It
is assumed that the domain contains two objects: s and t. Atom win indicates the states in which the
Verifier wins, i.e. the states in which he has been able to prove the formula in question.
We will use the trees as concurrent observational game structures to demonstrate interesting properties of the players with ATOL formulas.
• S[∀x∃y/x x 6= y], q0 |= ¬hhV ii•Obs(V ) 3win : Verifier has no uniform strategy to win this game;
• note that S[∀x∃y/x x 6= y], q0 |= ¬hhF ii•Obs(F ) 2¬win: Falsifier has no power to prevent V from
winning as well in the first game – in other words, the game is non-determined. Thus, the reason
for V ’s failure lies in his insufficient epistemic abilities – in the second move, to be more specific:
S[∀x∃y/x x 6= y], q0 |= hhV ii•Obs(V ) hhhV ii•CO(∅) 3win;
• the vacuous quantifier in (B) does matter a lot: V can use it to store the actual value of x, so
S[∀x∃z∃y/x x 6= y], q0 |= hhV ii•Obs(V ) 3win !
• Verifier has a strategy that guarantees win (see above), but he will never be able to observe that he
has actually won: S[∀x∃z∃y/x x 6= y], q0 |= ¬hhV ii•Obs(V ) 3ObsV win.
Giving a complete axiomatization for ATOL is beyond the scope of this paper. We only mention a
few tautologies below.
Proposition 4.2. The following are valid ATOL properties:
• hhAii•Obs(γ) Φ → Obsγ hhAii•Obs(γ) Φ: if γ is able to identify A’s strategy to bring about Φ, then he
can see that A have such a strategy, too;
• more generally: hhAii•Θ(Γ) Φ → ΘΓ hhAii•Θ(Γ) Φ;
• hhAii•Θ(Γ) Φ → ΘΓ hhAii•CO(∅) Φ: if A have a strategy de re in any sense, then they have also a strategy
de dicto in the same sense.
• having a strategy de dicto implies having a complete information strategy: hhAii•CO(∅) Φ → hhAii• Φ.
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5. ATEL-R*: Knowledge, Cooperation and Time with no Restraint
Real agents have finite memory and unless they can extend their capacity when necessary (hence making
the memory finite, but unbounded), models with no recall can be used for them. However, even if we
know that an agent has limited memory capabilities, we seldom know which observations he will actually
decide to remember. Models with no recall exist for many problems, but they are often extremely large
and must be constructed on the fly for every particular setting. Assigning agents with perfect recall can
be a neat way to get rid of these inconveniences, although at the expense of making the agents remember
(and accomplish) too much. Our language to talk about agents with recall – Alternating-time Temporal
Epistemic Logic with Recall (ATEL-R*) – includes the following formulas:
• p, where p is an atomic proposition;
• ¬ϕ or ϕ ∨ ψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATEL-R* formulas;
• hϕ or ϕ Uψ, where ϕ, ψ are ATEL-R* formulas.
• KA ϕ, where K is any of the collective knowledge operators: C, E, D, A is a set of agents, and ϕ
is an ATEL-R* formula;
• hhAiiK(Γ) ϕ, where A, Γ are sets of agents, K = C, E, D, and ϕ is an ATEL-R* formula.
We would like to embed the observational logic ATOL, and modalities for strategies with complete
information into ATEL-R* in a general way. Past time operators can be also useful in the context of
perfect recall, so the following formulas are meant to be a part of ATEL-R* as well (Θ = CO, EO, DO
and K = C, E, D):
• ΘA ϕ;
• hhAii•Θ(Γ) ϕ, hhAii•K(Γ) ϕ, hhAiiΘ(Γ) ϕ;
• hhAii• ϕ, hhAiiϕ;
• h−1 ϕ (“previously ϕ”) and ϕ S ψ (“ϕ since ψ”) .
Several derived operators can be defined:
• ϕ ∧ ψ ≡ ¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ) etc.;
• Ka ϕ ≡ C{a} ϕ and hhAiiK(γ) Φ ≡ hhAiiC({γ}) ϕ;
• Obsa ϕ ≡ CO{a} ϕ and hhAii•Obs(γ) Φ ≡ hhAii•CO({γ}) Φ;
• 3ϕ ≡ true Uϕ and 2ϕ ≡ ¬3¬ϕ;
• 3−1 ϕ ≡ true S ϕ and 2−1 ϕ ≡ ¬3−1 ¬ϕ;
• Aϕ ≡ hh∅iiC(∅) ϕ and Eϕ ≡ ¬hh∅iiC(∅) ¬ϕ.
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5.1. Semantics for ATEL-R*
A few semantics have been proposed for CTL* with past time [15, 25]. The semantics we use for
ATEL-R* is based on [25], where cumulative linear past is assumed: the history of the current situation
increases with time and is never forgotten. In a similar way, we do not make the usual (unnecessary)
distinction between state and path formulas here.
′
K ′
The knowledge accessibility relation for agent a is defined as before: λ ≈K
A λ iff λ[i] ∼A λ [i] for all
i
i. Again, ξ[i], ξ|i , and ξ denote the ith position, first i + 1 positions, and the ith suffix of ξ respectively.
The semantics for ATEL-R*, proposed below, exploits also function out∗K(Γ) (λ, FA ) which returns the
set of computations that are possible from the viewpoint of group Γ (with respect to knowledge operator
K) in situation λ (i.e. after history λ took place):
n
out∗K(Γ) (λ, FA ) = {Λ | Λ|n ≈K
Γ λ and Λ is consistent with FA , where n is the length of λ}.

Definition 5.1. The semantics of ATEL-R* is defined with the following rules:
Λ, n  p
iff
p ∈ π(Λ[n])
Λ, n  ¬ϕ
iff
Λ, n 2 ϕ
Λ, n  ϕ ∨ ψ
iff
Λ, n  ϕ or Λ, n  ψ
h
Λ, n  ϕ
iff
Λ, n + 1  ϕ
Λ, n  ϕ Uψ
iff
there is a k ≥ n such that Λ, k  ψ and Λ, i  ϕ for all n ≤ i < k
′
Λ, n  KA ϕ
iff
for every Λ′ such that Λ′|n ≈K
A Λ|n we have Λ , n  ϕ (where K
can be any of the collective knowledge operators: C, E, D)
Λ, n  hhAiiK(Γ) ϕ
iff
there exists a collective uniform strategy FA such that for every
Λ′ ∈ out∗K(Γ) (Λ|n , FA ) we have Λ′ , n  ϕ.
We believe that adding past time operators to ATEL-R* does not change its expressive power – the
same way as CTL*+Past has been proven equivalent to CTL* [15, 25]. However, explicit past tense
constructs in the language enable expressing history-oriented properties in a natural and easy way.
Definition 5.2. Semantics of past tense operators can be defined as follows:
Λ, n  h−1 ϕ
iff
n > 0 and Λ, n − 1  ϕ
Λ, n  ϕ S ψ
iff
there is a k ≤ n such that Λ, k  ψ and Λ, i  ϕ for all k < i ≤ n.
Example 5.1. Consider the trains and controller from Example 4.3. The trains can never enter the tunnel
at the same moment, so A2(crash → h−1 (t1 ∨t2 )), i.e. if there is a crash, then a train must have already
been in the tunnel in the previous moment. The formula is equivalent to A2¬(¬(t1 ∨ t2 ) ∧ hcrash)
when we consider both formulas from the perspective of the initial point of the computation: it cannot
happen that no train is in the tunnel and in the next state the trains crash.10
Example 5.2. Another useful past time formula is ¬ h−1 true, that specifies the starting point in computation. For instance, we may want to require that no train is in the tunnel at the beginning: ¬ h−1 true →
¬t1 ∧ ¬t2 , which is initially equivalent to ¬t1 ∧ ¬t2 , but states the fact explicitly and holds for all points
in all computations. Also, tautology A23−1 ¬ h−1 true makes it clear that we deal with finite past in
ATEL-R*.
10

For a precise definition and more detailed discussion of initial equivalence, consult for instance [25].
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5.2. Knowledge vs. Observations
It can be interesting to reason about observations in ATEL-R*, too. We can embed ATOL in ATEL-R*
in the following way:
Definition 5.3. For all Θ = CO, EO or DO:
′ ′
Λ, n  ΘA ϕ
iff
for every Λ′ , n′ such that Λ′ [n′ ] ∼Θ
A Λ[n] we have Λ , n  ϕ
Λ, n  hhAii•Θ(Γ) ϕ
iff
there is a uniform strategy with no recall VA such that for every
′
Λ′ , n′ , for which Λ′ [n′ ] ∼Θ
Γ Λ[n] and Λ is consistent with VA , we
′
′
have Λ , n  ϕ.
Operators for memoryless strategies, identified by agents with recall (hhAii•K(Γ) , K = C, E, D) and vice
versa (hhAiiΘ(Γ) , Θ = CO, EO, DO) can also be added in a straightforward way.
The explicit distinction between knowledge and observations can help to clarify a few things. The
first one is more philosophical: an agent knows what he can see plus what he can remember to have
seen. Or – more precisely – knowledge is what we can deduce from our present and past observations,
provided we are given sufficient observational abilities (in the ontological sense, i.e. we can name what
we see).
Proposition 5.1. Suppose our language is rich enough to identify separate states, i.e. the set of propositions Π includes a proposition αq for every state q ∈ Q, such that αq is true only in q (since the set
of states is always finite, we can always add such propositions to Π for each particular model). Then
for every formula ϕ there exist formulas ϕ′1 , ϕ′′1 , . . . , ϕ′n , ϕ′′n , such that ϕ′1 , . . . , ϕ′n contain no epistemic
operators with recall (K, C, E, D), and ϕ′i ∧ ϕ′′i → ϕ for every i, and:
_
Ka ϕ ≡ (Obsa ϕ′i ∧ h−1 Ka hϕ′′i ) ∨ (¬ h−1 true ∧ Obsa ϕ).
i=1..n

This implies that, in every situation, Ka ϕ can be rewritten to some formula Obsa ϕ′i ∧ h−1 Ka hϕ′′i
unless we are at the beginning of a run – then it should be rewritten to Obsa ϕ.
Proof:
Consider formulas ϕ′i ≡ ¬Obsa¬αqi and ϕ′′i ≡ ¬Obsa ¬αqi → ϕ, one pair for each state qi ∈ Q.
Let Λ, n be a computation and a position in it, and Λ[n] = qj current state of the computation. Suppose that Λ, n |= Ka ϕ; then for every Λ′ such that Λ′|n ≈a Λ|n , we have that Λ′ , n |= ϕ. Note that
¬Obsa ¬αqj is true exactly in the states belief-accessible for a from qj , so Λ, n |= Obsa (¬Obsa ¬αqj ).
Now, Λ′|n−1 ≈a Λ|n−1 and Λ′ , n |= ¬Obsa ¬αqj only if Λ′|n ≈a Λ|n , so Λ′ , n − 1 |= hϕ for all
Λ′ such that Λ′|n−1 ≈a Λ|n−1 . In consequence, Λ′ , n − 1 |= Ka h(¬Obsa ¬αqj → ϕ) and hence
Λ, n |= h−1 Ka h(¬Obsa ¬αqj → ϕ). Finally, ¬Obsa¬αqi and ¬Obsa ¬αqi → ϕ obviously imply ϕ.
The proof that Λ, n |= h−1 Ka h(¬Obsa ¬αqj → ϕ) and Λ, n |= Obsa (¬Obsa ¬αqj ) imply Λ, n |=
Ka ϕ is analogous.
⊓
⊔

Example 5.3. The above proposition can be illustrated with the systems in Figure 12. Consider path
q2 q6 for example. The agent must have known in q2 that he was in q1 or q2 and therefore in the next step
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Figure 12. Knowledge vs. observations: with and without the vocabulary

he can be in either q5 or q6 . Now, in q6 he can observe that the current state is q6 or q7 , so it must be q6
in which p holds. Note that the agent’s ontology is too poor in system (A): he cannot express with the
available language the differences he can actually see. Sufficient vocabulary is provided in Figure 12(B):
for instance, when q6 is the current state, Ka p can be always rewritten as
Obsa ¬Obsa ¬q6 ∧ h−1 Ka h(¬Obsa ¬q6 → p)
and of course ¬Obsa ¬q6 ∧ (¬Obsa ¬q6 → p) → p.

5.3. Complete Information vs. Uniform Strategies
Let hhAiiΦ denote that A have a complete information strategy to enforce Φ - like in ATL and original
ATEL*. Relationship analogous to Proposition 5.1 can be shown between the incomplete and complete
information cooperation modalities. This one is not past-, but future-oriented, however.
Proposition 5.2. hhAiiΦ ≡ hhAiiC(∅) hhhAii h−1 Φ. In other words, having a complete information
strategy is equivalent to having a uniform strategy that can be hinted at every step by an omniscient
observer.
A similar property can be shown for agents with no recall:
Proposition 5.3. hhAii• Φ ≡ hhAii•CO(∅) hhhAii• h−1 Φ.

5.4. More Examples
Several further examples for ATEL-R* are presented below.
Example 5.4. For the variable client/server system from Examples 2.3 and 4.1, recall of the past adds
nothing to the agents’ powers:
• hhsiiK(s) ϕ → hhsii•Obs(s) ϕ,
• hhciiK(c) ϕ → hhcii•Obs(c) ϕ,
• Ks ϕ → Obss ϕ etc.
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This is because each state can be reached from all the other ones in a single step. Thus, knowledge of
the previous positions in the game does not allow for any elimination of possible alternatives. Obviously,
in a realistic setting, the agents would remember not only their local states from the past, but also the
decisions they made – and that would improve the client’s epistemic capacity.
Example 5.5. Consider a model for the variable client and server, extended in a similar way as in Example 4.2 (in which every player remembers his last decision). For this system, the client starts to have
complete knowledge of the situation as soon as x is assigned the value of 2:
• A2(x = 2 → A2(Kc (x = 0) ∨ Kc (x = 1) ∨ Kc (x = 2)));
• note that still A2(¬Obsc (x = 0) ∧ ¬Obsc (x = 1)).
On the other hand, the server gains only some knowledge of the past. If he has been rejecting the claims
all the time, for instance, he knows that at the beginning the value of x must have been the same as now:
• 2−1 rej → Ks (x = 0 → 2−1 (¬ h−1 true → x = 0)) etc.
Example 5.6. Some properties of the train controller from Example 4.3 can be analyzed through formulas of ATEL-R*:
• ti → Kc h−1 ¬ai : every time a train is in the tunnel, c knows at least that in the previous moment
it was not away;
• the controller is still unable to accomplish its mission: ¬hhciiK(c) 2¬crash, but...
• a1 ∧ a2 → hhciiK(c) (2¬(a1 ∧ a2 ∧ h(w1 ∧ w2 )) → 2¬crash). Suppose the trains never enter
“the waiting zone” simultaneously and both are initially away – then c can finally keep them from
crashing. The strategy is to immediately grant the green light to the first train that enters the zone,
and keep it until the train is away again – then switch it to the other one if it has already entered
the zone, and so on;
• also, if c is allowed to remember his last decision (i.e. the model is modified in the same way as in
previous examples), then c knows who is in the tunnel: A2(Kc ti ∨ Kc ¬ti ) in the new model. In
consequence, c can keep the other train waiting and avoid crash as well.
Example 5.7. Consider IF games again (see Example 4.4). An interesting variation on the theme can
be to allow that a game is played repeatedly a (possibly infinite) number of times. For instance, we can
have formula Υ1 defined as a fixed point: Υ1 ≡ ∀x∃y/x (x 6= y ∨ Υ1 ), which means that the game of
∀x∃y/x x 6= y should be played until Verifier wins. The structure of this game is presented in Figure 13.
• Verifier still cannot be guaranteed that he eventually wins: S[Υ1 ], q0 . . . , 0 |= ¬hhV iiK(V ) 3win;
• this time around, however, V ’s success is much more likely: for each strategy of his, he fails on one
path out of infinitely many possible (and Falsifier has to make up his mind before V ). Intuitively,
the probability of eventually bringing about win is 1, yet we do not see how this issue can be
expressed in ATEL-R* or ATOL at present;
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q0
nop, x:=s
nop, x:=s

q1

y:=s, nop

q3

nop, x:=t

q2
y:=t, nop

win

y:=s, nop

q4

q5 win

nop, x:=t
y:=t, nop

q6

nop, x:=t
nop, x:=s

Figure 13. Game structure S[Υ1 ] for game Υ1 ≡ ∀x∃y/x (x 6= y ∨ Υ1 )

• note that in an analogous model for ∀x∀z∃y/x x 6= y we have S[∀x∀z∃y/x x 6= y], q0 . . . , 0 |=
hhV iiK(V ) 3win, yet this is only because the semantics of ATEL-R* does not treat ∼V as the
epistemic accessibility relation, but rather as a basis from which the relation is generated. Hence,
it allows V to remember the value of x anyway – which shows that S[∀x∀z∃y/x x 6= y] is not a
suitable ATEL-R* model for the formula (although it is still an appropriate ATOL model);
• in order to encode the new game in ATEL-R*, we should split Verifier into two separate players
V1 and V2 . V1 makes the move at the first and second steps and has a complete information about
the state of the environment; V2 does not see the Falsifier’s choice for x at all. What we should ask
about then is: hhV1 iiK(V1 ) h hhhV2 iiK(V2 ) 3win, which naturally does not hold;
• the above shows that ATOL is much closer to the spirit of IF games than ATEL-R*. Why should
we care about ATEL-R* for modeling IF games at all? Well, consider game ∀xΥ2 , where Υ2 ≡
∃y/x (x 6= y ∨ Υ2 ); the structure of the game is shown in Figure 14. In ATEL-R*, Verifier
has a simple winning strategy: first try y := s, and the next time y := t, and he is bound to
hit the appropriate value – hence, S[Υ2 ], q0 . . . , 0 |= hhV iiK(V ) 3win. At the same time, V has
no memoryless strategy: S[Υ1 ], q0 . . . , 0 |= ¬hhV ii•Obs(V ) 3win, because he loses the knowledge
what he did with y last time every time he uses y again. In a sense, hhV iiK(V ) is closer to the way
variables are treated in mathematical logic than hhV ii•Obs(V ) : in ∃y∃y ϕ both quantifiers refer to
different variables that have the same name only incidentally.
Proposition 5.4. Finally, the following formulas are examples of ATEL-R* tautologies:
• hhAiiK(Γ) Φ → KΓ hhAiiK(Γ) Φ : if Γ are able to identify A’s strategy to bring about Φ, then they also
know that A have such a strategy;
• hhAiiK(Γ) Φ → KΓ hhAiiCO(∅) Φ : if A have a strategy de re, then they have a strategy de dicto;
• having a uniform strategy implies having a complete information strategy: hhAiiCO(∅) Φ → hhAiiΦ;
• hhAii•K(Γ) Φ → hhAiiK(Γ) Φ : memoryless strategies are special cases of strategies with recall.
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nop, x:=t

q1

y:=t, nop

q2
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q4

y:=s, nop

q5 win

Figure 14. Game structure S[∀xΥ2 ]

5.5. Expressivity and Complexity of ATEL-R* and its Subsets
ATEL-R* logic, as defined here, subsumes ATL* and the original ATEL*, as well as Schobbens’s
ATLir *, ATLiR * and ATLIr * logics from [31]. One interesting issue about ATL*, ATLir *, ATLiR *
and ATLIr * is that they do not seem to be expressible by each other on the language level.11 This is why
we decided to include separate operators for each relevant perspective to epistemic and strategic abilities
of agents.
The complexity results for model checking of “vanilla” ATEL-R are rather discouraging. Even parts
of it are already intractable: the same problem for ATLir is NP-hard [31], and model checking of ATLiR
(based on cooperation modalities for incomplete information and perfect recall) is generally believed to
be undecidable [31]. We would like to stimulate a systematic investigation of the issue by extending the
notation from [10]. Let B (P1 , P2 , . . . | T1 , T2 , . . . | M1 , M2 , . . .) be the branching time logic with path
quantifiers P1 , P2 , . . . , temporal operators T1 , T2 , . . . and other modalities M1 , M2 , . . . . Every temporal
operator must have a path quantifier as its immediate predecessor (like in CTL). Then:
1. B (E | g, 2, U | −) is CTL;
2. B (hhAii | g, 2, U | −) is ATL;
3. B (hhAii | g, 2, U | COA , EOA , DOA ) is the original version of ATEL from [17];
4. B (hhAiiCO(∅) | g, 2, U | COA , EOA , DOA ) is the ATEL version from [22];
5. B (hhAii•Θ(Γ) | g, 2, U | COA , EOA , DOA ) is ATOL (Section 4);
6. B (hhAiiK(Γ) , hhAii•K(Γ) , hhAii, hhAii• |
“vanilla” ATEL-R.

g, 2, U, g−1 , 2−1 , S

| CA , EA , DA , COA , EOA , DOA ) is

The model checking problem can be solved in polynomial time for (3). On the other hand, the same
problem for (5) is NP-hard and ∆2 P -easy (Proposition 4.1). It turns out that the authors of the original
ATEL proposed the largest tractable member of the family to date. Whether anything relevant can be
added to it seems an important question.
11

Except for ATL and ATLIr – but without the star! – which are equivalent
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6. Conclusions
We have briefly re-introduced Alternating-time Temporal Logic and discussed two kinds of models for
the language (concurrent game structures and alternating transition systems), trying to stress that – when
one wants to reason about knowledge in such systems – it is important to distinguish the computational
structure from the behavioral structure, and to decide in what way the first one unravels into the latter.
We argue that the initial approach to Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic [17] offered too weak
a notion of a strategy. In order to say that agent a can enforce a property ϕ, it was required that there
existed a sequence of a’s actions at the end of which ϕ held – whether he had knowledge to recognize
the sequence was not taken into account. Moreover, even the requirement that the agent’s strategy must
be uniform proved too weak: it would still enable plans in which the agent was allowed to “guess” the
opening action. We suggest that it is not enough that the agent knows that some strategy will help him
out; it is more appropriate to require that the agent can identify the winning strategy itself. In other
words, the agent should be required to have a strategy de re rather than de dicto. Under such a constraint,
the agent “knows how to play”.
This is still not enough to give the meaning of a cooperation modality for coalitional planning under
uncertainty. Even if a group of agents can collectively identify a winning strategy, they are prone to fail
in case there are other competing strategies as well. Thus, we propose several different operators instead
of one to distinguish subtle cases here.
The assumption that agents can use the complete history to make their subsequent decisions is also
investigated in this paper. Two paradigms are studied here in consequence. First, agents can be assumed
to have no (or only limited) memory. In this case, they make their decisions only on the basis of what
they can observe (albeit in the broadest possible sense of the word); a language for ATL + Observations,
dubbed ATOL, is proposed for specification of such agents in this paper. The other paradigm is formalized via a richer system, called Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic with Recall (ATEL-R*). We
believe that both approaches can be equally interesting and useful.
This paper is only a step towards clarifying epistemic issues in ATL, and it leaves many questions
open. For instance, although only recently a complete axiomatization for ATL has been given [13], this
is still unexplored area for ATEL and ATOL. Also, more non-trivial examples of game-like scenario’s
should be looked for in which a logic of knowledge and time may help to reveal interesting properties,
and which are good cases for automated planning via model checking.
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